Zeitgeist
Although forgotten, the Ultimate Question of Life, the Universe, and Everything has been posed to
the Deep Thought more than seven million years ago – according to The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy at least; giving a surprising answer, 42. The bizarreness of this lovely scene from Adams’s
book arises from the fact that posing such an ultimate question is a crucial, though often neglected,
part of human life. However, asking a (super)computer is a truly eccentric idea as we have different
mechanisms to get the answer. Spontaneously, we would call these mechanisms a zeitgeist – a spirit
of the time.
This zeitgeist is the common basis of diverse components of our lives, hence culture, religion and/or
ideology as well. Regardless of whether recognized or not, zeitgeist is present in our lives all the time.
We brush our teeth, go clubbing, study, pray or vote under the spell of time. In the words of Georg
Hegel: „no man can surpass his own time, for the spirit of his time is also his own spirit. “
The world of ancient Greeks is believed to have been closely connected to Greek mythology.
According to the Czech professor Zdeněk Neubauer1, myths had been told not to explain, but to
create the world and tune people (to Christians, the creative power of the Word is known from the
Old Testament: "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was
God."). Naturally, the spirit of Greek mythology manifests itself in its architecture. Any plan of a
Greek
polis
can
serve
as
evidence.

Unlike other mythologies or religions, Greek gods are human. Though immortal and with special
abilities, they face human struggles and deal with human issues. In The Birth of Tragedy from the
Spirit of Music, Nietzsche even suggests that, in contrast to Christian tradition, gods are created in
the image of people.
Having a similar basis for gods and people results in two separate towns in every Greek polis. One of

them is designed for people (surrounding agora) – and the other (acropolis), inaccessible to people
apart from the priests, for gods.
The link between Christianity and its sacred architecture is easily apparent, as both have changed
concurrently over ages. From high Gothic cathedrals that seem to be woven from light representing
God; through the dual nature of Baroque (as explained in our first essay); to modern churches,
mostly light, magnificent in conception and modest in decoration; the architecture of Catholic
churches follows the changing spirit of religion.
It is noteworthy how architecture changed after church schisms, as it developed in different ways
concurrently with the ideas.
After the East-West Schism, the Catholic Church kept creating huge sacral buildings, while
showcasing its political influence. On the other hand Byzantine Orthodox church chose a path of
ascetism and sticking to the norm of a Greek cross and five domes while remaining in a much smaller
scale, because Orthodox Church never held any actual political power.
Noticeably, the reformation of the Church in the 16th century is reflected in the asceticism of
Protestant zeitgeist, determining lifestyle and culture, which contradicts Catholic revelry. Speaking
not only about sacred architecture, the difference of Catholic and Protestant architecture is still
evident these days. Compared to the traditional Catholic countries, there is a significant difference in
housing in protestant countries such as Switzerland, which is more transparent as a result of the
suppression of privacy in Ptotestantism.
However, as we move towards modern history, it is more and more difficult to generalize due to the
amount of information, lack of distance and greater complexity of intellectual currents. As the
importance of religion, the most distinguishable means of zeitgeist, fades, we are left with the
question what the zeitgeist is.
In the context of our culture, we tend to talk about ideology when looking for a substitution for
religion. It is agreed to be a set of conscious and unconscious ideas that constitute one's
goals, expectations, and actions. This description fits the function of myths and religion,
nevertheless, we prefer the label zeitgeist to the label ideology, especially concerning the 19th and
the early 20th century, as these periods consist of many ideologies in the narrow sense.
The main architectonic stream in the 19th century Prague is represented by the co-called neo-styles.
This architectonic historicism corresponds with the societal nationalism and the effort to constitute
the concept of Czech nationality through, deliberately misinterpreted, history.
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The turn of the century, the era of industrial heyday and improving living standards, has its dark side
– the decay of society, which led to the First World War. Despite the fact that war had been planned
for years, nobody could have imagined the degree of its destructiveness. Such monstrosity was never
expected to happen in the age of rationality and positivism. Boredom goes hand in hand with
optimism. Moreover, the society had crumbled into many parts lacking a common ideal and a single
unifying ideology.
Disintegration and rejection of rational perception of reality is characteristic for the cultural
expression at that time. A looser approach in architecture is characteristic for Art Nouveau, which
provoked a seemingly contradictory reaction – architectural cubism. The loosening of form calls for
asking about the function of decor and its necessity, which led to the famous comparison of
ornament to crime by Adolf Loos.
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After the World War I, Europe experiences vast fragmentation and collapse of ideals, as displayed in
avant-garde - as well as utopian visions. These, such as the functionalist plans of community housing,
can be seen as an omen of the unique epoch in European history – the dictate of culture powered by
Nazi and Communist totalitarianism.
To percieve both regimes as monumental projects of a few power-hungry men and ideology as a tool
for manipulation would be narrow-minded. Over the previous decades, culture had witnessed the
crumbling of society – at some point, the direction had changed and culture tried to shape
fragmented society. In other words, both ideologies arose as a surge of the zeitgeist when the time
was out of joint. The demands of society was saddled by extremely capable men and fed by
propaganda.
Considering Czechoslovakia after the World War II, its enthusiasm waned early; the direction
changed again. Soon, propaganda and official culture stood against the zeitgeist hovering over an
increasingly large part of society. Around this time massive repression and censorship came hand in
hand with a crazy demonstration of the official culture, frozen in utopian diction for decades.
Architecture became an invaluable means of showing power because of its size, visibility and direct
impact on life.
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Unrealised utopian plan for Prague by Karel Prager, 1960s
The favorite style of both Nazi and Communist propaganda was Antiquity, hence (neo)classicism,
which corresponds with the cult of the Apollonian body (1936 Summer Olympics in Berlin, mass
gymnastics events across the Eastern Bloc such as Spartakiad) and the natural need of totalitarian
regime to reject Baroque and movements related to it such as expressionism, because of their view
of carnal life – fruitless, abortive, disgusting and passing.
The official ideology of the totalitarian regime in Czechoslovakia has melted and there is no longer
any culture intended to uniformly shape the society. The culture surrounding us goes hand in hand
with ideology in a broader sense, with the zeitgeist.
Every breath we take is under the spell of ideology.
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